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Abstract 
Daniel, T. and G. Gruenhage, Some nonnormal Qroducts, Topology and its Appkatom 43 
(1992) 19-25. 
We show that there is a collection of firstxountable spaces such that every countable product 
from thii collection is parammpact and perfectly normal, yet the E-product of the dktion is 
not normal. If there is a first-countable hereditarily Lindeliif nonseparable space (e+, assuming 
the continuum hypothesis), then every countable product from the affection can be heredi&ly 
Lindeliif. 
Keyw&k Z-products, Martin’s axiom, L-space. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Ckk~s.: 54BlO,54D15. 
1. Introduction 
A C-product of spaces X=, ar E K (K an uncountable cardinal), with base point 
SELEK Xp, is the subspaCeCof~Xa={XEn,,,Xa: ~{a~K:x~#s~}~~Ko) of the 
Tychonov product fl,,, X,. C X” denotes CaEK X, with X, =X for all (Y E K. 
Sproducts were introduced by Corson in [1] as a tool for constructing examples. 
In Gul’ko [3] and Rudin [ 111 it is shown that C-products of metric spaces are 
normal, answering a question raised by Corson. On the other hand, a Z-product 
of compact spaces need not be normal because any nontrivial (= uncountably many 
nondegenerate factors) Z-product contains a closed subspace homeomorphic to w1 
(see Przymusinski [9, 7.2]), and hence for example ( o1 + 1) XC 2”~ is not normal. 
In fact, in order for a nontrivial Z-product to be normal all of its compact factors 
must have countable tightness ince if X is compact, then X x w1 is normal if and 
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only if Z(X) - < 0 (Nogwa [S]). (The tightness of a space X is defined by t(X) = 
min{ K: for all A c X and all x E A there exists B E [A]“” such that x E B}.) These 
observations and the above results are extended and unified in Kombarov [S] where 
it is shown that for a C-product 2 of paracompact p-spaces (= perfect preimages 
of metric space) the following are equivalent: 
(i) t(C) s m, 
(ii) C is normal, 
(iii) 2 is collectionwise normal (CWN). 
uently, Yajima [l&16] obtained the following result: 
of paracompact &paces is CWN if it has countable tightness; 
of semistratifiable spaces is CWN if it has countable tightness. 
class of generalized met&able 
orishita and Yajima is of interest: Is 
e subproducts are paracompact and 
negative by constructing some 
ng “nice” countable subproducts. Before 
note that Kombarov and Malyhin [6] proved that if each 
is normal and hereditarily separable (HS), then the C-product 
a counterexample to Morishita’s question 
n 2 we construct a class of consistent counterexamples from L-spaces, 
truct a nonnormal %product having first-countable and hereditarily 
countable subproducts. Note that under MA, if all countable 
fkst-countable and HL, then they are HS (SzentmikUssy [ 12]), and 
ality of C-products having first-countable 
on 3 we construct an example in ZFC of a nonnormal C-product having 
mpact, perfectly normal and first-countable subproducts. This example again 
is of the form X XC &‘I and is based on Todorkvic’s example of a first-countable, 
left-separated, non-o-discrete space [13]. Finally, we give a nonnormal example of 
the form X xz 2”’ having normal, countably tight countable subpro&rtis. 
We assume all spaces are regular and T,. 
2. Cons&eat examples 
The consistent examples are obtained by fisrt proving that X x c ~“‘1 is not normal 
if X has a certain form. The theorem holds in ZFC, and under CH we may use a 
first-countable L-space for X to get a counterexample to Morishita’s question. 
A space X is left-separated in type K if X can be enumerated (x,: Q! E K} such 
that for all ar E K, {xg : tu C fi < K} is open. 
Theorem 2.1. Xf X is left-separated in type w1 9 first-countable, and ccc, then X x C 0~1 
is not normal. 
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Proof. Fix a left-separating enumeration {x,: a E 0,) of X, and note that without 
loss of generality the point {(a, 9): a E 0,) may be taken as the base point of C = C 0~1 
since using any other point results in a C-product homeomorphic to C. 
In order to define closed sets H and K, for each a E ut fix a decreasing neighbor- 
hoodbase{&( n~o}of~~inXsuchthatB,(n)n{~&3~a}=f!l.Definepoints 
h, and k, in C for each a E ol, as follows: 
I 
min{nH:x,n5B,(n)}, if#Wa, 
&z(B)= I, if @=a, 
0, if B>a, 
1 
min{n~l:x,H!&(n)), if@Ca, 
k,(B)= 2, if /3=a, 
0, if fl>a. 
Define H = {(q, ha): a E ml} and K = {(x,, k& a E o*}. 
CMOD. H and K are dkjoint closed 
Proof of Claim. It is clear that they are disjoint. We show that H w K is 
discrete. Fixapoint(x,,y)EXxZ andlet 6=min{&ry(q)=Oforall &+CU,}. 
First assume S G a. Define W = B,(O) x (<n,,,, WE) nB) 
ws 0, if e= 4 = 
4 otherwise. 
Then W is a neighborhood of (x,, y) disjoint from H w K. 
Next assume S > a, and let n = y(a), Define V= Bp(n) x ((n,,,, V4) n C) where 
if I= a, 
otherwise. 
Suppose (x,, Z)E V. Then r) s a, since xv E B,(n). Also, if 7 > a, then h,(a) = 
k(a)>n- - z(a) and hence (x,, z)e H w K This shows that l(H v K) n VI s 1, and 
therefore H and K are closed and discrete. 
Next we show that H and K cannot be separated in X x 2. Let U be a neighbor- 
hood of H, and for a E w1 let ?r, denote the restriction to C of the projection map 
from X x 0~1 onto the subproduct X x w*. Note that X x C is ccc, since it is a dense 
subset of X x o w~, and so we may fix a family % = { Un: n E w} of basic open subsets 
of X x C maximal with respect o 
(i) % is pairwise disjoint; 
(ii) U % c U. 
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Say U, = &*(i,) xI15Ew, U(n, e), and pick at E o1 such that for all n E o and all 
6 3% U(n,O- - o. Then Cl(U) = rr,‘(Cl,(~~(U 9))) where “Cl,” denotes the 
closure operation in the subproduct X x aa. But (x,+,, ~,+JE ?r~‘?r,(H)nK so 
Cl( I/) n K # 0. Hence X x C is not normal. 0 
Exam* 2.2. Let X = {x,: a E 0,) be a left-separated first-countable L-space. Then 
bY 2.1, X x C 0~0 is not normal, and clearly X x oQ) is also a first-countable 
L- . (See, e.g., [ 101 for vatious consistent examples of first-countable L-spaces.) 
We now show that Theorem 2.1 cannot be used to obtain a ZFC counterexample 
to Motishita’s question. By the following result, under MA,,,,, there are no paracom- 
nwise Hausdoti) first-countable ccc spaces which are left- 
ult is due in pm% to 2. hlogh. 
ce which is left-sepamted in type a1 
we have a left-separated topology T on o1 =X which is a counter- 
le relatively discrete subspaces, then X is a 
ies that there are no such spaces 1123. 
ume that 2~ X is uncountable and relatively discrete. We note 
et W of X has a complete accumulation point in X. 
neighborhood B(x) of x for each XE X such that 
SCU. “rhen there is a club Cc o1 such that a E C and /3 < a implies 
at. Then if W” is an uncountable subset of W separated by C (i.e., 
implies &< a s /3, for some a E C), then W is closed discrete, a 
contradiction. 
For each aEX, 1 41 nca, be a decreasing neighborhood base at a such 
thatb(a,O)na=@. =(b(a, n): a<@,, n CO}. Let P be the set of all pairs 
(iv) Iz\U BP1 = 01 l 
Define qsp if FqDFp and 984~3~. 
The proof that P is ccc is a minor modification of Szentmiklossy’s proof that 
there are no first-countable L-spaces under MA,, . Suppose {P~}~+,,, is an antichain. 
Let ~(a,,_) = (p E X: 3n(b(j3, n) E 3&J}. By the usual A-system argument, we may 
assume that 9?Pa = 3, v 9%a nd Fpa = F, u F, such that, if p < a, then max(F, w 
&%)) <min(F, v ?r(93& s max( F, v ‘~r(93~)) < min( F, v ?r(iS&J). We may also 
assume that there is n < o such that F, = {xa,i}i<mc Let ‘y. be a complete accumulation 
Point of t&,0),<,* l There is no < o 2nd uncountable A0 c o1 such that b( ‘yo, no) n 
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(U SIP) = 0 for all /3 E Ao. Let YO = { I[Y: x,,~ E b( ‘yo, no)}. Let y1 be a complete accumu- 
lation point of {x(l.l}(l, y and let nl be such that b( y, , n,) n (U SB,) = 0 for fi E Al E 
[Ao]? Continuing in this way, we produce {yi}i<n, {b(yi, ni)}i<n, and A,+,, Y,_, E 
[wJ’+ such that for each o E Yn_,, F” c Ui<n b(yi, ni) and for each /3 E A,-,. 
(Ui<” b( yi, ni)) n (U SB,) = 0. Let S be a complete accumulation point of Z\U 
andchoose/3EA,+cuE Y,_, with S c p c (Y. Then pB and pa are compatible. Thus 
P is ccc. 
Now let D,={pe P: Fp$j3} and E,={ptz P:#?EU }. Note that each D# is 
dense, as is E, for /3e Z Let G be a filter meeting each of these dense sets, let 
U=U{U : PEG}, and let F=U phG Fp’ Note that U=X\z FnU=0, and 
IFI = ol. Thus F is an uncountable closed discrete set. Cl 
There are perfectly normal (and Moore) spaces atisfying the hypotheses of 
Theorem 2.1 under ML,. Let Y be the Fixley-Roy space over a subset of the r&s 
of size ol. Then Y is a ccc Moore space, and is (perfectly) no 
Since Y is nonseparable and has weight of9 Y contains a dense s 
is left-separated in type wt. Note that X is also ccc, and perfectly no 
3. ZFC examples 
As mentioned in the introduction, the ZFC example is based on an example due 
to Todorkvic [I33 of a left-separated, first-countabie, non-o 
we begin with a definition of X. For each a E ol choose a non 
an: o+acofinalina.LetX={a#: ~Eo*},anddefineatopolo~7on 
ForaEo,defineR(CriY)={B#:B#~cr”}wherea”~B”ifandon~yifa”(n)~ 
/3”(n) for all n E to. For UE “0, [kJ={a#: cw”t n =a). Then we let 
{ B( a, n): n E o} serve as a +neighbo ase for a#, where B(a, n)=[ar”/ n]n 
R(8). So 7 is a refinement of the subspace topology inherited fern the metric 
Baire space (D(oJ)” by the sets R(a#)- 
Note that i;(c;“) n (j3”: @< a: = $3 for each a E wl, SG A IS I&-separated in type 
wl. It is shown in 1131 that X” is perfectly normal and paracompact for all n 6 0, 
hence Xx& is perfectly normal and paracompact. We are now ready for the 
example. 
Example 3.1. Let Zo-, -Y (u u {x_,})~I and C = X x Co, where for notational con- 
venience we add an isolated point x_ l to O, and let {(a~, x-J: (Y E wl} serve as the 
base point. All countable subproducts of C are first countable, paracompact and 
perfectly normal. We show that C is not normal. 
Fix 7’ c o1 such that wl\ T is stationary, and assume, in addition, that the following 
condition holds: 
For each nondecreasing c E Fn( q We) there e+icts an CY E T 
such that 8 extends 0. ‘,;; 
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(Clearly we can choose the a # and costationary Tc o1 such that (*) holds.) For 
a E (til define per =(a#, &J in X x 2, where A E CO is defined by 
fW { 
min{n: a% B(J3, n)}, if /3 <a, 
= 
a 
x-1, if J3 3 a. 
Finally, let H={p,: aE T} and K={p,: aEol\T}. 
Now by the same argument as in Theorem 2.1, H and K are closed and discrete, 
and of course HnK= It remains to show that H and K cannot be separated 
by disjoint open sets. Let U be an open neighborhood of K 
ftoor of G3aim. First some notation. For a E ml, a~ Fn(a, W) and GE [q\a](“, 
0) be the basic open subset of determined by CT and G, i.e., U(o, G) = 
) = Q and x(G) = {X-J}. Now for each a E q\ T choose an open 
a)ofpm havingtheformB(a)=B(a, n,)x U(o,, &)with B(a& 
E Fn(at, m) and G* E [ml\a]‘u. 
By the Pm&g Down Lemma there exists a stationary S,~W~\T and a WE 
Fn(ab,, W) such that for each a E SI, o, =w. Note that u has the form o=oluo2 
where (for some Z,, 12~ w) cl = {(&, 0): 0~ is l,} and 02 = {(qi, k): 0~ is 12) where 
for each is 12, k 2 1. It follows from the definition of the points pa: (a E ol) that 
for each a E SI and each is 2, there exists n(& a) E w such that er( n( a, i)) > 
a*(n(at, i)). Hence by the Pressing Down Lemma there exists a stationary S$ St, 
and R& a, and a ok Fn(ml, a) such that for each a E S2 
(i) a” 1 n’= 0”; 
(ii) for each is 18 there exists ni c n’ such that o’(ni) < &r(ni). 
NotetbatforeachaES2(infad,foreachaES,)wehavea’~rl”anda~t(ki-1)= 
~7 1 (k - 1) for each is Z2. Thus without loss of generality (by using the Pressing 
Down Lemma again if necessary) we may assume that n’a max{k,: is Z2}. So for 
eachBEe),,ifB”tn’=u’,dom(o)cBandCSX,’rl~(O~i~l2),thenf,agreeswith 
o on dam(o). Also, for each at E S2 the following hold: 
(iii) n, < n’, 
(iv) 0, = a, 
(v) a# 1 n’= a’, 
(vi) [d]n R(a”)c B(a, aa). 
(SO Ua,sz (([dnR(a”)) * utq Gal) C U.) 
Foreachn~~choosea,~S2suchthatao~acouGao<al~aluGa~<az~..., 
and let Y = sup& n E 0). By (*) choose 6 E T such that 6” extends CA (7). Then 
s”En,,,([a’3nR(cuf))cnne~ W a,, n’) and fa r dam(o) = o. For n E w define 
qn = (a#, g,J where 
g @) 
= 
MB), ifl+=~ andPer 3 ,a 
n 
X-1, otherwise. 
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Then for each n E o, qm E U, and (q,,),,, +pe since the sets &,,, .‘z E o, are disjoint. 
But pa E H so pa E C1( U) n H YyVhich proves the claim, and completes the example. 
Kombarov 14, S] shows that if X is paracompact and countably tight, and Y is 
o-bounded (i.e., the close of every countable subset of Y is compact), then Xx Y 
is normal. It follows that one cannot replace C 0~1 with C 2w@ in our examples. 
However, ifone lowers the assumption ofparacompactness of countable subproducts 
to normality, then C, 2”’ will do. Indeed, it is known that if X is countably tight 
and not o,-collectionwise normal, then X x q, and hence X xx 2”t, is not normal. 
As Ohta observed, it fohows that many normal nonmetrizable Moore spaces give 
consistent examples of nonnormal Z-products uch that every countable subproduct 
is normal and countably tight. But there is a ZFC example. A, Dow and SL Watson 
observed that Fleissner’s George [2], which is normal and countably paracompact 
but not au,-collectionwise normal, can be made countably tight. The idea is to replace 
the copes of 2’ which sit *‘above” the oo-many copies of w1 with a countable 4ense 
subset of 2’. This results in a locally countable, hence countably tigh, 
George, and its product with C2”1 is a nonnormal C-product such 
countable subproduct is normai and countably tight 
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